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Abstract. We investigate the algebraic independence of some numbers asso-

ciated with elliptic functions when one of the numbers is a "Liouville-type"

number. Suppose p(z) is a Weierstrass elliptic function with algebraic invari-

ants and ß is an algebraic number, not belonging to the field of multiplications

for p(z). We establish the algebraic independence of p(u) and p(ßu) (re-

spectively, of u and p(/J«))when p(u) (respectively, u) is a "Liouville-type"

number. We also give quantitative versions of these results.

In this paper we study the algebraic independence of two numbers associated

with Liouville-type numbers and points on an elliptic curve. The motivation for

this study comes from two sources: one was to provide an elliptic analogue to a

result of N. I. Feldman [3] concerning the algebraic independence of a and c/

when a is "well-approximated" in a certain sense and ß is algebraic, irrational;

the other was to continue the investigation of the present author in [8] which

provided a measure for the transcendence of a special value of a Weierstrass

elliptic function.

Some generalizations and extensions of Feldman's work have already been

given. Specifically W. D. Brownawell [1] and Brownawell and M. Waldschmidt

[2] have examined the algebraic independence of a, a , a when a is "well

approximated" and ß is cubic, and the present author has provided an elliptic

analogue to Brownawell's result [7]. Additionally M. Laurent [5] has improved

the q and a result of Feldman, and it is along these lines that we work in the

elliptic case.

Let p(z) denote a Weierstrass elliptic function with its invariants g2 and g3

being algebraic. (Recall that p(z) satisfies the differential equation: (p'(z))2 —

Ap (z) — g2p(z)-g3). The function p(z) is doubly periodic and meromorphic.

Let (fCC denote the ring of endomorphisms of the elliptic curve associated

with p(z) and let K denote the field of fractions of tf.

For an algebraic number a we let ht(a) denote the maximum absolute value

of the coefficients of the minimal polynomial of a over Z and let dega denote
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the degree of that polynomial. With these conventions we can now make the

notation of "well approximated", referred to above, precise.

Suppose that / is a function defined on the set of nonnegative integers. For

the purpose of this paper we say that a complex number Ç is f-approximable

if for some positive integer d0 and an infinite number of positive integers T

there exists an algebraic number aT satisfying

T
deg,aT < d0,        ht(aT) < e

and

0 < \aT - C| < exp(-/(T)).

We let {aT }°^, denote the sequence of algebraic numbers associated with the

approximation of £.

In each theorem below assume that p(z) is a Weierstrass elliptic function

with algebraic invariants and that ß is a nonzero algebraic number.

Theorem 1. Suppose ß £ K. If for some e > 2, p(u) is Te-approximable,

then p(u) and p(ßu) are algebraically independent.

Moreover, we have a quantitative version of Theorem 1 which depends more

subtlety on the sequence {aT} approximating p(u).

Theorem 2. Suppose ß £ K and that for some e > 2, p(u) is TE-approximable.

Suppose that P(x, y) is a nonzero integral polynomial of total degree at most

d   and height at most h . Put

^=iAV/^r/(E-2)^/(£"2)(iog/îji/<£-i)(iog^+iog^+iogiog/,j3/(£-2).
.6-1/ ° "

Then there exists a constant Sx, depending only on dQ, ß, p, and e, such that

if min{^ , hp} > Sx one has

\P(p(u),p(ßu))\>exp(-t*M£),

where
T

t = -|±i ,        k = max{;: T- < M}.

We also consider the values u and p(ßu) where u is "well approximated"

by algebraic numbers. This is the object of the next two theorems.

Theorem 3. Suppose ß / 0. If for some e > 3, u is T£-approximable, then u

and p(ßu) are algebraically independent.

As did Theorem 1, Theorem 3 also has a quantitative version.

Theorem 4. Suppose ß / 0 and that for some e > 3, u is T£-approximable.

Suppose that P(x, y) is a nonzero integral polynomial of total degree at most

d   and height at most hp . Put

Mx = (^\ledl^-i)dl'^\logh^-2)
i - \ F _2 o > y^B'ip)
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Then there exists a constant S2, depending only on d0, ß, p, and e, such that

if min{d , h } > S2, one has

\P(u,p(ßu))\>exp(-t\M\),

where

tx = ^,        k = max{j:Tj<Mx}.

The proofs of these theorems are based on three lemmas. The first of these

is very elementary, the second is still rather basic, but the third is a very deep

result due to Patrice Philippon and Michel Waldschmidt.

Lemma 1. There exist constants kx  and k2 depending on u and p(z) such

that if \a - p(u)\ < kx , then there exists w eC with p(w) = a and \w - u\ <

k2\p(w) - piu)\, provided p'{u) / 0.

Proof. Elementary, using the existence of a locally (at u ) analytic inverse of

p(z)-

As hinted at above the next lemma is not quite as elementary.

Lemma 2. Suppose P(X) E Z[X] is a nonzero polynomial with d = degp and

h = htP. Let Cj (I < i < k) denote the distinct roots of P with multiplicities

mi. Then for any 6 EC

min \6 - Lf ' < (2d) ■ 2d ■ (1 + d)2a'e2d'''h2d\P(d)\.

Proof. See Lemma 5.3.7 of [9].

To state our third lemma we need a bit of notation. Suppose that ux, ... ,un

are complex numbers such that each of p(ux), ... , p(un) is algebraic, and sup-

pose further that ß0, ßx , ... , ßn are arbitrary algebraic numbers. Put L =

Q(¿?2> c?3, /V ... , ßn, p(ux), ... , p(un)) and D = [L:Q]. Moreover let

B, E ,VX, ... ,Vn be real numbers satisfying

logK >min{lo%ht(p(u¿), ¡u^/D},        1 </<»,

B > max{Dlog Vx, ... , DlogVn, ht(ß0),..., ht(ßn)}

E < min{BD , min {e(Dlog V.)X'2/\u,\}}.
\<i<n

Lemma 3. Let A = ß0A-ßxux +-(- ßnun.   There exists a constant Ci > 0

depending only on n , g2, and g3 such that if A ^ 0, we have

\A\>exp(-C3D2"+2(logB)"+l I f[log Vf.) log(DE)(logE)~2"~l

Proof. This is Théorème 1.1 of [6] with dx = 0 and h(x) - loght(x).

We present here a complete proof of Theorem 2 and then only indicate

changes which are necessary to establish Theorem 4. Each of these proofs is a
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variant of the proof of Théorème 1 of [5]. Clearly Theorem 1 and Theorem 3

follow from these results. The lower case constants cx, ... , cX3 which appear

below are effective and depend at most on u, ß , and p(z).

Proof of Theorem 2. We begin by noting that p'(ßu) ^ 0; or, equivalently,

E(p(ßu)) ¿ 0 where E(X) = AX3 - g2X - g3. To obtain this let RT(X)

denote the minimal polynomial of aT over Q where degree RT < d0 and

height RT < e   . Since RT(aT) = 0 we obtain

\RT(piu))\ = \RT(p(u)) - RT(aT)\ <eT(l+ d0)2(l + |p(w)|)<Vr£.

If Eipißu)) = 0, then p(ßu) E Q and from ß <£ K with p{u) = piß~[ßu)

we deduce from the Theorem of [8] that

\RTipiu))\>e-c^{d^+T)2{]os^+T))l\

Since e > 2, these bounds are incompatible as T approaches infinity.

Suppose that P(x, y) E Z[x, y] is a nonzero polynomial of total degree at

most d   and height at most h   with

\P(p(u),p(ßu))\<exp(-teME),

with t and M as in the statement of the theorem.

Take Sx   sufficiently large so that M > Tx .   Then by our choice of k —

max{j : T. < M} we have

Tk<M<Tk+x<tM.

Put T = Tk+X and let aT — ax, ... , as denote the conjugates of aT (here S

denotes the degree of aT so that ô < d0 ). Also, let q denote a denominator

for aT, so that \q\ < e   .

Then

s

(i) Q(y) = qSd'llP(<*j,y)
j=x

is a nonzero integral polynomial with

(2) ht(Q)<e>™>hSp(l+dpf,

degQ<ô-dp.

Our immediate goal is to estimate \Q(p(ßu))\, which requires that we estimate

\P(a, p(ßu))\ for each j = I, ... , ô .

For j — I we have

\P(ax, p(ßu))\ < \P(ax, p(ßu)) - P(p(u), p(ßu))\ + \P(p(u), p(ßu))\

< hp{\ Ar dp)\l Ar \p(u)\)^ max{ 1, \p(ßu)\}d^\aT - p(u)\

(3)
A-e

<c2>hp(l+dpfe     ,
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by our choice of T. For the other choices of j we have the general estimate

\P(ap p(ßu))\<hp(l+dp)2max{l,\aj\}dmax{l,\p(ßu)\}d'.

IT
If we then apply the estimate max{ 1, \a |} < ht(aT) A-1 < e    , we deduce that

for j = 2, ... ,0

(A) \P(aj,p(ßu))\ < cd/hp(l+dp)2e2Td>.

Combining (3) and (4) we deduce that

\ru    id   m  x    sdPusn   ,   j  \2<5+l   ITSd-T1
\Q(p(ßu))\<c4"hp(l + dp)      e      >

<c4  php(l+dp)      e

provided Sx  is sufficiently large.

We next choose a root y of Q(y) which is close to p(ßu). By Lemma 2

there exists such a y , of multiplicity m , with

|7 - p(/?")|m < eld>2ht(Q)2d'S ■ \Q(p(ßu))\

< é>c5<52í//,(rí/P+iog/¡í))-r£/2

Since 1 < m < d ô , we deduce that

i fo   \i ^    cATSdn+S\oih\~Tcd~xô~A^
\y - p(ßu)\ < e 5'     " " "        '

by our choice of T, provided Sx is sufficiently large.

We recall that p'(ßu) / 0 and then apply Lemma 1 to choose Wj.eC such

that p(wT) - y and

\wT - ßu\ <k2e      "      '  .

Moreover,   p(u)  is transcendental by a simple Liouville estimate; therefore

p'(u) ^ 0 and by Lemma 1 there exists vT E C such that p(vT) = aT and

\vT - u\ < k2e

Therefore,

(6) \wT-ßvT\<c6e  ^"'<5-'/3

Note that each of p(wT) and p(vT) is algebraic with

degp(wT) < degQ < ô -dp,        degp(vT) = degaT = ô

and

htp(wT)<A   phtQ,        htp(vT)<e   .

If wT - ßvT — 0, then p(ßvT) E Q, which along with all of g2, g3, and

p(vT) = aT being algebraic contradicts the Schneider-Lang theorem, Theo-

rem 1, p. 21, [4]. Therefore wT - ßvT / 0 and we apply Lemma 3 with the
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following choices:

L = Q(g2, g3, ß, p(vT), p(wT)),        D = [L:Q],

logVx=loghty,     logV2 = T,     B = Dmax{T, loghty} ,

E = min{e(Dloghty)]/2/\wT\,    e(DT)l/2/\vT\}

to find that

\wT - ßvT\ > exp(-C3D6(logB)\loghtQ)T(logD)(logE)~4).

Recalling our estimate for deg Q and htQ, (2) above and D < S2d , we obtain

\wT - ßvT\ > exp(-Clôl3dpT(Tdp A- log/zp)(logT)3).

This last inequality contradicts (6), thanks to our choice of T > M, provided

we take Sx to be sufficiently large. Thus Theorem 2 is established.

As we mentioned above the proof of Theorem 4 follows the same outline as

the proof of Theorem 2, hence we only indicate where the proofs differ.

Proof of Theorem A. Suppose that P(X, Y) e Z[X, Y] is a nonzero polynomial

of total degree at most d   and height at most h   with

\P(u,p(ßu))\<exp(-t\M\),

herewith /, and Mx as in the statement of Theorem 4. As in the proof of The-

orem 2 above, take S2 sufficiently large so that there exists aT approximating

u with

Mx < T < txMx .

Let aT = ax, ... , aô denote the conjugates of aT .

Define Q(y) as in (1) in the proof of Theorem 2, and note that ht(Q) and

deg£> satisfy the same estimates as before. To estimate \Q(p(ßu))\ we now

have

\P(ax,p(ßu))\<cd^hp(lA-dp)3e-r

and for j = 2, ... , ô,

\P(aJ,p(ßu))\<cd/hp(l+dp)2e2Tdp.

Combining these estimates we obtain

\Q(p(ßu))\<cSx^hSp(lArdpf+ye-ri2,

provided S2 is sufficiently large.

We apply Lemma 2 to choose a root y of Q(y) of multiplicity m such that

(5) holds with m   replacing m . Therefore, our choice of T yields

\y-p(ßu)\<e-r<S~lß,

provided S2 is sufficiently large. We remark that p'(ßu) / 0, for otherwise

p(ßu) E Q and we apply Lemma 3 to ß0 — ßaT , w, — ßu to obtain

\ßaT - ßu\ > exp(-c12<5 ).
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However this contradicts the upper bound

\ßaT-ßu\<\ß\e~r,

provided S2 is taken sufficiently large, so that  T is sufficiently large.  Using

Lemma 1 we may then choose wT E C such that p(wT) = y and

\wT-ßu\ <k2e~T*d^ó~'/i.

Then

(7) \wT-ßaT\<cxxe-r<S"13.

Note that p(wT) is algebraic with

det p(wT) < degQ,        htp(wT)<A   phtQ

and ßaT is algebraic with

degßaT < (degß)d0,        ht(ßaT) < eTdegßht(ß)d{

Moreover, if wT = ßaT, then wT and p(wT) are simultaneously algebraic,

which together with g2 and g3 being algebraic contradicts the Schneider-Lang

theorem.

Therefore wT — ßaT ^ 0 and we apply Lemma 3 with

L = Q(g2,g3,ßaT,p(wT)),        D = [L:Q],

T
log Vx - log hty,        B = max{D log K , e  } ,

to obtain

E = min{BD, e(Dlog Vx)[/2/\wT\}

\wT - ßaT\ > exp(-cX3ô9d4T2(Tdn A- loghnjj yíA.T¡   -    v^.FV      ^13^    u.pi      K±  Up-r ^B,ipl.

If S2 is taken to be sufficiently large, this last inequality contradicts (7). This

established Theorem 4.
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